### Kindergarten:
- 2 packs of no. 2 pencils
- 1 pair of child size scissors (blunt end)
- 1 soft, zip pencil pouch with metal rings (to be inserted into binder)
- 2 boxes of crayons
- 1 pack of colored pencils
- 4 large glue sticks
- 2 primary composition books
- 2 composition notebooks
- 1 four-pack Play-Doh
- 1 pack baby wipes
- 1 box of tissues
- 1 large bottle of hand sanitizer
- 1 container Disinfecting Wipes

### First Grade:
- 2 packs of no. 2 pencils
- 1 pair of child size scissors (blunt end)
- 1 soft, zip pencil pouch with metal rings (to be inserted into binder)
- 1 box of crayons
- 1 pack of water-based markers
- 2 large glue sticks
- 1 primary composition book
- 3 spiral one subject notebooks in colors: Blue (Reading), Red (Science), Green (Math)
- 4 two-pocket pronged folders in colors: Blue (Reading), Red (Science), Green (Math), Yellow (Writing)

### Second Grade:
- 2 packs of no. 2 pencils & pencil top erasers
- 1 pair of child size scissors
- 1 soft, zip pencil pouch with metal rings (to be inserted into binder)
- 1 box of crayons
- 1 pack of water-based markers
- 2 glue sticks
- 1 pack of tab dividers
- 4 spiral one subject notebooks in colors: Blue (Reading), Red (Science), Green (Math), Yellow (Writing)
- 4 two-pocket pronged folders in colors: Blue (Reading), Red (Science), Green (Math), Yellow (Writing)
- 1 composition notebook in color: yellow, if possible

### Third Grade:
- 1 (12 pack) of no. 2 pencils
- 1 soft, zip pencil pouch with metal rings (to be inserted into binder)
- 1 box of crayons (24 count)
- 2 packs of wide-ruled notebook paper
- 4 glue sticks (no liquid glue)
- 1 pack of tab dividers
- 1 spiral one subject notebook in color: Red (Science)
- 4 two-pocket pronged poly (plastic) folders in colors: Blue (Reading), Red (Science), Green (Math), Yellow (Writing)
- 2 composition notebooks in colors: Blue (Reading) & Green (Math)

### Fourth & Fifth Grade:
- 2 packs of no. 2 pencils & pencil top erasers
- 1 soft, zip pencil pouch with metal rings (to be inserted into binder)
- 1 box of crayons (24 count)
- 1 pack of water-based markers
- 4 packs of wide-ruled notebook paper
- 4 glue sticks (no liquid glue)
- 2 packs of tab dividers
- 1 spiral one subject notebook in color: Red (Science)
- 4 two-pocket pronged poly (plastic) folders in colors: Blue (Reading), Red (Science), Green (Math), Yellow (Writing)
- 4 composition notebooks in colors: Blue (Reading), Red (Science), Green (Math), Yellow (Writing)

### Classroom Donation Items:
- These items are always welcome and needed throughout the school year. Feel free to donate any of the items below if you can:
  - box of tissues
  - large bottle of hand sanitizer
  - container of Disinfecting Wipes
  - box of gallon size Ziploc bags
  - box of quart size Ziploc bags
  - box of sandwich size Ziploc bags
  - pack of dry erase markers (black)
  - pack of copy paper

---

**2020-2021 School Supply List for Broward Elementary School**

Below are supplies your scholars will need to help you plan for the 2020-2021 school year. We appreciate your support in supplying as many of these items as you can! Thank you in advance for all you do!

Every scholar (K-5th grade) will receive the following items from our school to support our organization system:
- Orange Home Communication folder
- AVID Success Binder
- Agenda Planner

---

**2020-2021 Meet & Greet Open House:**

**Thursday, August 6, 2020**

(Times & format will be shared soon!)

We will have different formats for you to attend our open house to meet & greet our staff! Be sure to save the date! More information will be forthcoming!